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Power exchanges data:
In the period from 17.1.2007 till 31.1.2007 no trades were performed
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Danube water-level
relevant for:
HPP Portile de Fier I, 1167 MW, Romania
HPP Portile de Fier II, 270 MW, Romania
HPP Djerdap I, 1058 MW, Serbia
HPP Djerdap II, 270 MW Serbia

*Physical imports are shown, i.e. with included generation
of HPP Piva in exchange total of Montenegro
In the period from 17.1.2007 till 31.1.2007:
Montenegro maximum daily consumption: 14.6 GWh
Montenegro maximal hourly consumption: 750 MWh
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– SERC, Independent System Operator – NOS-BIH (ex Joint Power
Co-ordination Centre) and the Company for Transmission of Electricity in BIH (“Elektroprenos Bosne i Hercegovine”, JSC Banja Luka).
The power sector in BiH consists of three power companies: “Elektroprivreda Republike Srpske” (ERS), “Elektroprivreda Bosne i
Herzegovine” (EPBiH) and “Elektroprivreda Hrvatske Zajednice Herceg-Bosna” (EPHZHB). The power companies are synchronised and
interconnected but there is no competition among them – they are
virtual monopolies within their exclusive ethnically based service
territories.

Average weather conditions for January

ERS serves the Republika Srpska, from its base in Trebinje. ERS has
a customer base of 436,000 customers, over 400,000 of which are
household customers. ERS operates two thermal power plants
(Gacko and Ugljevik, 300 MW each) and 5 hydro plants (Bocac,
Trebinje I, Trebinje II, Dubrovnik and Visegrad) with a total installed
capacity of 1424 MW. In addition, ERS operates 5 small hydro power
plants with a total installed capacity of 14.08 MW. ERS operates as a
holding company for 11 legally independent operating companies
who are fully responsible for the operation of the company but report to the Directorate of ERS. Each of the thermal and hydro power
stations is a separate company as well as the five distribution districts.
EPBiH is based in Sarajevo, and serves a customer base of approximately 619,000 customers, over 90% of which are household customers. EPBiH operates two thermal power plants (Kakanj, 578 MW
and Tuzla, 779 MW) and 3 hydro power plants (Grabovica, Jablanica
and Salakovac) with a total installed capacity of 1831 MW. In addition, EPBiH operates 6 small hydro power plants with a total installed
capacity of 9.6 MW.
EPHZHB is the electricity company with a service territory in the immediate region of Bosnia around Mostar. It serves around 168,000
customers, approximately 152,000 of which are household customers. EPHZHB operates five hydro power plants with a total installed
capacity of 1086 MW (Rama, Capljina, Jajce I, Jajce II and Mostar).
The largest existing power plants in BiH are:

T: Ts in Celsius degrees.
W: Ws in m/s, S – South, W – West, N – North, E – East and variables.
R: Rain in mm
S: Snow in mm

Analysis:

Generation investment activities in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Plans to restructure and privatize the power sector in Bosnia and
Herzegovina are underway. The Power Sector Restructuring Action
Plan envisages multiple generation and (cross-entity) distribution
companies and a single transmission company at state level. The
original formulation of the Action Plan made no distinction between Federation BiH (FBiH) and Republic of Srpska (RS) territories
and the energy markets are to be integrated. The Entities’ Ministries
of Energy and Mining is supervising electricity utilities, and statelevel institutions are: The State Electricity Regulatory Commission

TPP Tuzla (lignite/brown coal)
TPP Kakanj (brown coal)
TPP Ugljevik (brown coal)
TPP Gacko (lignite)
HPP Visegrad
HPP Salakovac
HPP Trebisnjica
HPP Jablanica
HPP Rama

779 MW
578 MW
300 MW
300 MW
315 MW
210 MW
176 MW
165 MW
160 MW

EPBiH
EPBiH
ERS
ERS
ERS
EPBiH
ERS
EPBiH
EPHZHB

There are significant energy potentials for electricity production in
BiH: lignite and brown coal deposits and hydro-potential of rivers.
Regarding coal reserves in whole BiH, they are estimated at 5.464
billion tons, of which more than 65% is lignite. There are more than
30 coalmines in BiH with most production concentrated in the Middle Bosnia Basin (Kakanj, Zenica, Breza) and Tuzla Basin (Kreka, Banovici, Djurdjevik), both located in FBiH, and Ugljevik and Gacko –
located in RS. Approximately 94% of brown coal reserves are located
in four coal basins: Middle Bosnia, Tuzla, Ugljevik and Kongora. The
coal production in the mines that are located on the area of RS is
3.3 million tons (number of employees is around 2000), while the
coal production in the mines located on the area of FBiH is 5.5 million tons (number of employees is around 14000). The coal sector is
organized in 15 different companies of which some are managing
several mines. Until year 2006, between the mines there were no
forms of vertical or horizontal integration, no forms of common infrastructure, market or other common forms. The future of the coal
industry is one of the main issues currently affecting the energy sec-
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tor. Restructuring the coal sector is a politically and economically
sensitive issue, the implications of which will have considerable social ramifications. According to recent decision of Government of
FBiH, starting from year 2007, the mines should be part of electric
power utilities.
Beside remarkable coal reserves, there are also many unused hydropotentials. According to studies, done in ex-Yugoslavia 20 years ago,
hydro potential of big rivers in BiH is circa 18.6 TWh per year. Until
nowadays, only 40% (approximately 7.2 TWh per year) of this potential is utilized. However, large part of unused potential is lost forever
due to spatial, ecological, and economic restrictions arisen in previous period. In addition, part of this hydro potential is common with
neighbouring countries and its utilization requires international
compliance and cooperation.
1. ERS

According to recent information, RS power utilities recovered from
loss and reported 4.4 million KM profit, improving significantly
from 2005, when they made a loss of 21.3 million KM. The biggest
progress was made by Mine and TPP Ugljevik (21.7 million KM loss
reduced to 3.3 million KM) and the Mine and TPP Gacko reduced
its 2005 loss from 10.6 million KM to 1.4 million KM. In addition to
financial recovering, there are several ongoing generation investment projects in RS that are mainly focused on thermal power production: TPP Stanari (420 MW), TPP Gacko 2 (600-700 MW) and TPP
Ugljevik 2 (600 MW). Construction of TPP Miljevina (110 MW) is under consideration too. Also, there are plans for giving concessions
for construction of hydro power plants. Plans envisages continuation of Buk Bijela Project (HPP Buk Bijela – 450 MW and HPP Foca
– 55.5 MW), as well as power plants on rivers: Vrbas (Krupa na Vrbasu
– 48.5 MW and 149.2 GWh/year, Banja Luka Niska – 37.2 MW and
194 GWh/year, Novoselija– 16.4 MW and 59.5 GWh/year), Neretva
(Ulog – 36 MW, Ljubaca – 92 MW), Drina (Paunci – 42.3 MW), Lim
(Mrsovo – 36 MW), Cehotina (Vikoc – 33 MW) and HPP Bistrica near
town Foca with total 41.5 MW installed and 151.2 GWh of annual
production. In addition, investments in amount of 300 million € are
expected from concessions that was given for 86 small (up to 5 MW)
HPPs with total installed power of 209 MW and with expected average annual production of 805 GWh.
» 1.1. EFT - Stanari
The Stanari coal basin and future accompanying TPP are located in
western part of RS in the municipality of Doboj, 20 km west of town
Doboj and 70 km east of town Banja Luka. The basin covers an area
of approximately 100 km2 and is divided into two parts: the northern basin (Raskovac) – already opened with plan to expand, and the
southern basin (Ostruznja) – to be developed. Available reserves of
the high quality coal are estimated at 110.7 million tons, which enable the mine to work for the next 40-50 years. Coal from “Stanari”
is of an outstanding quality, because it is consisted of a very low
percentage of sulphur (contents 0.18% sulphur, but only 0.06% of
burnable sulphur). Also, low content of ash in coal (7-8%) enables
very good environmental protection. Special characteristic of this
coal is very high moisture content of 50%.
After the eight-month negotiations, the Contract on establishing
a limited liability company “EFT GROUP - lignite mine Stanari” has
been signed in Banja Luka in February 2005. The Contract has been
signed by the Head of AD Lignite Mine “Stanari” Milan Djuric and the
Head of EFT Holdings ApS, Denmark, Bertil Wogensen. According to
the Contract, EFT Holdings ApS will provide equity in the amount of
22.562.000 KM, where 20.537.000 KM is envisaged for investments,
and 2.025.000 KM for the social program. The agreed equity of EFT
Holdings ApS, in money and rights, is 27.618.800 KM. With the rights
included in the equity, the final proportions in percentage are: AD
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Lignite Mine “Stanari” 23.89%, and Energy Financing Team Limited
76.11%. “EFT” should invest 14 million € in the mine, with the aim
of its reviving and purchase of the new equipment. With this investment in improving of the technology, and at the same time the manufacture efficiency, it is expected that coal manufacture in “Stanari”
mine be increased on 600 thousands of tons in 2007. Government
of RS granted concession in May 2005 to “EFT” for coal exploitation
until year 2035.
“EFT” is also leading the project to build a 420 MW thermal powerplant in the vicinity of the Stanari lignite mine. This TPP should produce 3 TWh of energy per year, or around 25% of the total present
annual energy output of Bosnia and Herzegovina. At projected capacity, the plant will use 2.8 million tons of lignite per year. Feasibility study is currently under elaboration and it is expected to be finished during first half of year 2007. Issuing of all necessary licenses
is expected until autumn 2007, immediately followed with start of
the TPP construction on the site. The plant should be operational by
year 2012. Total investment into the TPP Stanari project is circa 600
million €, of which 480 million will go towards building of the plant
and 120 million into the required expansion of the Stanari mine. The
project will be 100% privately financed, without any participation of
state funds or any obligation for the state budget.
» 1.2. ČEZ - Gacko
Mine and TPP Gacko are located in Gacko field in south-east part of
RS. TPP with one generator of 300 MW started its operation in February 1983. During test period it was discovered that plant cannot
reach projected output of 300 MW. Main reason was that heating
value of the available lignite is 6000-8000 kJ/kg, instead of projected
10300 kJ/kg. Therefore, boiler reconstruction was done in year 1989
with goal of reaching maximum possible power with use of really
available lignite. Total amount of investments for TTP’s construction
was 529 million $, out of which 362 million was for TPP and 167 for
the mine.
Gacko lignite basin covers surface area of approximately 40 km2. In
Western part of basin, open cast lignite mine “Gracanica” started its
operation in 1982. Annual production capacity of this mine is 1.8
million tons of lignite and 3.2 million m3 of topsoil. Geological deposits of coal are estimated to contain more than 400 million tons
and are believed that those reserves enable operation of two units
of 300 MW each for next 100 years.
On 12 December 2005, ČEZ a.s. signed an agreement with the company ERS, the implementation of which will lead to the establishment of a joint venture between ČEZ and ERS focused on operation
of existing power plant and the construction of new one in Gacko.
This agreement was ratified by the Government of the Republic
of Srpska. One year after, state monopoly in electricity production
business comes to end, when President of Government of RS Milorad Dodik and General Manager of ČEZ Group Martin Roman signed
declaration on investment in new thermal power plant (Gacko 2)
with installed capacity of 600 to 700 MW and the mine Gacko, on 4
December 2006. According to this declaration, contract on establishment of joint company “Nove elektrane Republike Srpske d.o.o.”
for electricity production and trade with 800.000 KM of base capital
was signed. Czechs will have majority of 51% in this company. ČEZ
Group, as one of the founders of the new company, will invest approximately 1.5 billion € in mine and construction of new TPP. Opening of the new mine and modernization of existing production unit
is also planned. Mine and TPP Gacko are production capacities which
were built by joint financing of BiH and Croatia. According to latest
information, the way of compensation of Croatia’s investments will
be share of 24% out of 49% of ERS’s share in new company.
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» 1.3. HSE - Ugljevik
Mine and TPP Ugljevik are located in Ugljevik coal basin in northeast part of Bosnia and Herzegovina in RS. TPP Ugljevik has one unit
of 300 MW installed power and is located 18 km from town Bijeljina
and 45 km from town Tuzla. Plant started its operation in November
1985. Deposits of coal in Ugljevik brown coal basin are estimated at
462 million tons. Based on proved coal reserves and TPP needs, new
open cast mine Bogutovo Selo was developed with annual production capacity of 1.75 million tons of coal and 10.97 million m3 of
topsoil. On the basis of estimated coal deposits, technical project for
TPP Ugljevik 2 x 300 MW and provisional project for TPP Ugljevik 4 x
300 MW was done beforehand. For development of second phase of
mine expansion and accompanying second unit in TPP, all necessary
technical documentation was done and coal reserves in amount of
61 million tons are proven in new open cast mine Ugljevik-Istok.
Holding Slovenske Elektrarne (HSE), the Slovenian power firm, had
signed a deal in August 2006 to co-operate with ERS. Under the
long-term deal, HSE will invest in the modernisation of ERS’s 330
MW Ugljevik power plant, as well as a new 600 MW power plant
(“Ugljevik 2”) at the same location. HSE plans to invest up to 650
million € under the deal in next 6 to 7 years. Government of RS and
managements of ERS and TPP Ugljevik should find adequate model
of contracts for investment in TPP “Ugljevik 2” and to bring it to final
realization. First contract should be related to reconstruction and
modernization of existing TPP, second to construction of new TPP
and third, if ERS find it interesting, should be related to concessions
for construction of small and regular HPPs in RS. Fourth contract
should cover sell of energy surpluses. Because Slovenia has invested
in existing TPP Ugljevik during ex-Yugoslavia, requirements regarding that matter will be covered by separate contracts.
2. FBiH

With the goal of the long term assurance of electricity supply for
domestic customers, as well as of securing country’s position on the
regional electricity market, Government of BiH, i.e. Federation Ministry of energy, industry and mining announced in June 2006 public
procurement for the construction of eight new electricity production facilities in FBiH. It is expected that total “Greenfield” investment
for the abovementioned projects of power plants construction will
be worth around 2.5 billion €. Importance of such large foreign investment can be seen if it is compared to total investment of foreign
capital in BiH for the period May 1994 – June 2006 that was 2.014
billion € (out of which 57.2% in production and 16.8% in financial
sector, i.e. banks).
Until end of the August 2006, 38 offers from the 18 counties were
received. After process of offers evaluation, 11 companies and consortia was selected for the further evaluation, namely “Public Power
Corporation”-Greece, “Enel”-Italy, “BMG/Kaztransgas”-Switzerland/
Kazakhstan, AES-Great Britain, “Statkraft”-Norway, EVN-Austria,
“Verbund”-Austria, CEZ-Czech Republic, ENBW-Germany, “Atel”Switzerland and APET-Austria.
Finally, in September 2006, Government of FBiH, enacted “Decision
on announcement of public interest in construction of electrical
power facilities, selection of strategic partners and launching concession awards” for the following electrical power facilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

HPP Ustikolina,
HPP Vranduk,
HPP Rmanj Monastir,
HPP Vrilo,
HPP Glavaticevo,
HPP Bjelimici,
PSHPP Bjelimici,

3x22 MW
1x21 MW
2x35 MW
1x42 MW
3x9.5 MW
2x50 MW
2x300 MW

8.
9.
10.
11.

TPP Tuzla, unit 7,
TPP Kakanj, unit 8,
M&TPP Bugojno,
M&TPP Kongora,

370 MW
230 MW
2x300 MW
2x275 MW

By this decision, Government selected consortia APET Group – Austria, as strategic partner for companies EPBiH and EPHZHB in the
process of preparations for the construction of four hydro power
plants: Ustikolina, Vranduk, Rmanj Monastir and Vrilo. During process of strategic partner selection, there was certain political disagreement, but they were not influenced final decision. Because of
the complexity of the issue of TPPs construction and mines rehabilitation and development, Government needed more time to review
the offers, and decision about partners for this matter had been
postponed for at least 3 months. All activities related to preparation
for the construction of 11 abovementioned facilities are entrusted
to EPBiH, except for HPP Vrilo and Mine&TPP Kongora, which are entrusted to EPHZHB.
Construction of HPP Vrilo will be specific because confluence of
river Cetina represents international water course (with Croatia),
and therefore closer cooperation with Croatian electric power utility HEP will be needed.
Company ‘’Intrade-energija d.o.o.’’ from Sarajevo, according to its
self-initiative offer dated three years ago, is awarded with concession for construction of HPP Glavaticevo (compensation basin) and
HPP&PSHPP Bjelimici. This self-initiative offer imply realization of
project according to BOT model of project financing, which imply
responsibility of this company for design, financing, construction
and utilization (with maintenance), and restitution of facilities after
certain period of time. Complete project is worth 300 million € and
there is roumors that EBRD will possess 30% of shares in future HPPs.
There is resist to this project from ecological organization that wants
to preserve river Neretva from building of new HPPs but anyhow,
start of the construction is proclaimed for spring 2007 and finish of
all 3 facilities is expected in 2011.
Beside abovementioned plans, there is one ongoing project of HPP
Mostarsko blato construction in Croatian part of FBiH. This HPP, with
planned installed power of 2x30.5 MW and with expected annual
production of 167 GWh, is located near to town Mostar. Investment
in amount of 17 million KM is covered by EPHZHB. Construction
works started on 28 November 2006.
Table: Basic info about some of the possible new production capacities in FBiH

» 2.1. APET – hydro power plants
Austrian Power and Environment Technology GmbH (APET) was
founded eight years ago by Austrian Government with an aim of
international cooperation in the fields of energy and environmental protection. Consortia APET Group is consisted of VATECH Hydro,
ALSTOM, VOITH, SIEMENS HYDRO, POYRY, ALPINE, MAYREDER and
PORR. Two power utilities from the FBiH, EPBiH and EPHZHB, signed
agreements on 19th October 2006 with Austrian APET, about cooperation in preparations for the construction of four hydro power
plants in BiH, with a combined power of 199 MW. The investment
for preparations, equipment and participation in the building of the
four plants is expected to be worth 800 million €. Power plants will
be built on rivers Drina (HPP Ustikolina), Bosna (HPP Vranduk), Unac
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(HPP Rmanj Monastir) and Suica (HPP Vrilo). Croatian electric power
utility HEP will co-fund the Suica project. APET Group will cover 50%
News:
of the cost for design documentation, and for all the necessary studies and a special agreement will be signed for each future individual
step. Details of the investment and future ownership relations have
yet to be finalized. However, the Government of BiH has said that it
Albania supported the restart of nuclear units in NPP
must own at least 90% of the shares and an investor will have rights
Kozloduy (Region)
to the electricity from these plants for a set period.
» 2.2. Existing TPP extension and building of new ones
Building of additional units in existing TPPs Tuzla and Kakanj, as well
as construction of new TPPs Bugojno and Kongora, is envisaged in
forthcoming period.
» 2.2.1. TPP Tuzla
TPP Tuzla started its operation in 1963, and now it has six units with
total installed power of 779 MW, and with average annual production over 3100 GWh. Lignite and brown coal for TPP is supplied from
Kreka-Banovici coal basin, in which centre TPP is located. TPP uses
3.3 million tons of coal per year. Seventh unit of 370 MW in this TPP
is planned.
» 2.2.2. TPP Kakanj
TPP Kakanj started its operation in 1956, and now it has seven units
with total installed power of 578 MW, and with average annual production over 2300 GWh. Brown coal for TPP is supplied from Midle
Bosnia coal basin. TPP uses 1.8 million tons of brown coal from several mines per year. Eight unit of 230 MW in this TPP is planned.
» 2.2.3. TPP Kongora
Pre-feasibility study, which was done for the lignite mine and TPP
Kongora on the locality of the Duvanjsko Field, shown that there
are possibilities for construction of the Mine and TPP with installed
power 2x275 MW and with possible annual production of 3.300
GWh. With annual TPP needs of 3.6 million tons of lignite, exploitation time of the mine is rated to 36 years. For the conduction of
the Feasibility study, additional geological explorations are needed.
Geological deposits of lignite are estimated at 206.4 million tons,
while exploitable reserves are 129.8 million tons. Available lignite
reserves has heating value of 7380 kJ/kg, consisting of 27.5% ash,
with moisture content 35.06% and sulphur 1.25%.
» 2.2.4. TPP Bugojno
TPP Bugojno 2x300MW

Prime minister of Albania called European commission (EC) to reconsider restarting the decommissioned units 3 and 4 in nuclear
power plant (NPP) Kozloduy. He said this during the meeting with
his Bulgarian counterpart in Tirana in the end of January. Bulgarian
prime minister said that without two units, Bulgaria could not export electricity to Albania.
Two prime ministers agreed that closure of nuclear units has already
affected the region, where Albania suffered the most. They called
other countries in the region to inform the EC on their energy problems.
In the same time, Bulgarian energy minister announced that Bulgaria could ask for Turkey’s support regarding the restart of shutdown
units.
On the other hand, EU energy commissioner confirmed that EC was
ready for talks regarding the energy problems in the region, but
only if that would not imply restarting the aforementioned units.
EU officials reminded that European Atomic Energy Community
(EURATOM) has granted 212.5 billion euros loan for the renewal of
remaining two units in NPP Kozloduy, including the increase in their
power output. The renewal should prolong operation life of units by
15 to 20 years.
The recommendation of high EU officials came after Bulgarian energy minister announced that negotiations regarding the restarting
the units should be launched soon. On January 25th, Bulgarian minister presented national action plan for restating the units in NPP.
The plan includes support of other countries in the region, affected
by the units’ closure.
§ § §

Signing the agreement for construction of AMBO oil
pipeline (Region)

3. Conclusion

Bosnia and Herzegovina dispose of considerable energy resources
that are not utilized. From available data, it can be concluded that
BiH have preconditions for long-term supply of existing and newly
built TPPs with coal. Nevertheless, quality and quantity of really disposable coal reserves will determine future generation investments.
Quality of hydro potential in BiH is at a high level and is suitable
for construction of big storage lakes and use of the water for various purposes. Political structures in the whole BiH recognized that
during investments in generation capacities, not only rising electricity consumption in BiH does matter, but also electricity should be
treated as market product for export. Thus, utilization of available
energy resources will help to country’s development through new
large foreign investments in energy sector.

On January 31st in Skopje, the representatives of Macedonia, Albania and Bulgaria have officially signed an initial agreement for
construction of AMBO oil pipeline, which set the ground for continuation of the project initiated ten years ago. The AMBO pipeline
should transport oil from Caspian region to Europe and USA.
According to the agreement, construction of this trans-Balkan oil
pipeline should start by the end of 2008th. The construction works
should last for two and a half years, so that new pipeline could be
operational in 2010th or in 2011th, head of AMBO consortium confirmed.
Macedonian minister of economy believes that new pipeline would
provide diversification and safety in energy supply for project countries. In the same time, Macedonia expects to earn some 30 million
dollars per year on behalf of transit fees.
Minister of economy, trade and energy of Albania also welcomed
and supported this pan European project, which should be foundation for other regional projects.
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Bulgarian minister of regional development pointed out that new
pipeline would be important part of Corridor 8, which should contribute to the economic development of all three countries.
Head of AMBO consortium confirmed that ecological feasibility
study (regarding the environmental impact of the pipeline) should
be finished within six months. The length of the pipeline should be
917 km, with transport capacity of 35 million tons of oil per year. The
cost of the project is estimated at 1.2 billion dollars.
The agreement should be ratified by the parliaments of all three
countries, after which AMBO consortium should establish subsidiaries in each country. According to sources, the consortium has been
negotiating with five to twelve companies regarding the funding of
the project.
§ § §

Signing the contract for construction of TPP Vlora (Albania)
Albanian power corporation (KESH) announced that contract for
construction of thermal power plant (TPP) Vlora was signed in the
end of January. The constructor of the plant will be Italy’s Maire Engineering, which officials earlier announced that construction should
start after the funding of the project was officially provided.
The construction works should start in February and this will be the
first power plant in Albania to be constructed since 1986th.
New TPP, with power output of 100 MW, should be built in coastal
area near city of Vlora. The cost of the project is estimated at 90
million euros. KESH expects that TPP could be fully operational in
2008th, while TPP could be able to produce 60-70 MW a year before
the deadline. The average price of electricity produced in TPP Vlora
should be 4 eurocents per kWh.

In the related news, Albanian Energy Regulatory Authority (ERA)
presented conclusions regarding the new daily electricity tariffs.
According to proposal, electricity tariffs should be lower during the
night and higher during the day. KESH believes that such model
could not be applied at the moment, since KESH would have to
make necessary investments, which is out of the current company’s
priorities.
§ § §

World Bank helps in liberalization of electricity sector
(Albania)
Government of Albania and World Bank (WB) have signed contract
regarding the project for privatization of power distribution companies in the country.
The contract was signed by minister finance and director of International Financial Corporation, IFC, (part of the World Bank Group) for
Southeast Europe and Central Asia.
The World Bank (WB) has more than once urged Albania to speed up
the liberalization of electricity market in the country and to privatize
power distribution companies. WB believes that this would be the
way to avoid power shortages in the future.
In the same time, privatization should enable further integration of
Albania into the European electricity sector.
Government of Albania announced introduction of new law that
should attract investors to build small hydropower plants all over
the country. WB supported such plans, saying that such plants
would not solve lack of electricity in the country, yet it would be
significant power resource.
§ § §

§ § §

EVN interested for power distribution companies (Albania)
KESH signed contracts for electricity imports for 2007th,
reduction in power cuts (Albania)
Albanian power corporation (KESH) confirmed it signed the contracts for electricity imports for entire year 2007th. Several suppliers
should deliver 1.2 TWh at average price of 8 eurocents per kWh.
Due to heavy rains in the end of January, hydropower plants increased power production and water reserves, but situation was far
from normal, KESH confirmed.
Nevertheless, power cuts in Tirana and Durres have been reduced
in the same period. The electricity import is maintained at 10.7 GWh
per day because KESH tried to reduce power cuts without affecting
the reserves in hydropower plants.
KESH has demanded from ministry of finance to provide additional
20 million dollars to cover the expenses related to the electricity import. It is expected that government would try to improve power
supply in the country before the parliamentary elections scheduled
for February 18th.
In the end of December, government has already provided 15 million dollars for electricity imports. Opposition parties argued that
such practice was not legal. In addition, they believe that such financing is against the market development strategy proposed by
World Bank.

In mid-January, Albanian minister of trade and energy has had a
meeting with representatives of economic delegation of Lower Austria. The members of delegation were the representatives of EVN.
The minister and the head of the delegation have signed the memorandum of understanding for the cooperation in energy sector. The
cooperation should include construction of power plants, power
distribution and gas distribution networks in the country.
In the related news, according to Macedonian press, Austrian company EVN is interested in acquiring the power distribution companies in Albania.
EVN has already informed government of Albania and management
of Albanian Power Corporation (KESH) on their intentions. EVN is
also interested in construction of hydropower plant on Devol River
as well in construction of wind farms, and gas and oil fired power
plants.
§ § §

Initial agreement for sale of oil companies to Zarubezneft
(Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Prime minister of Republic of Srpska (RS) has signed the initial contract for sale of Oil refinery in Brod, Motor oil refinery in Modrica
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and fuel distributor Petrol to Russian company Zarubezneft (100 %
owned of by state of Russia).
The contract was signed in Moscow on January 23rd after two-day
negotiations. The final agreement should be signed in Banja Luka
on February 2nd, government announced. Initial sale agreement
is in accordance to Protocol for privatization of oil industry of RS,
signed between government of RS and Russian company in August
last year.
According to contract, Zarubezneft should pay overall sum of 121.2
million euros for 70 % of shares in Oil refinery (42 million euros),
66.75 % of shares in Motor oil refinery (67 million euros) and 70 % of
shares in Petrol (10 million euros).
Overall investment in all three companies, including the construction of new railroad between two refineries in Brod and Modrica,
should reach 979 million euros until 2010th.
Russians should increase processing output in oil refinery up to 4.2
million tons per year. In the same time, motor oil refinery should
produce some 130,000 tons of oils per year, while Petrol should sell
some 2,500 tons of oil derivatives per year.
Entire project should be financed by Russian bank Vnesekonmbank.
§ § §

EP HZHB demanded 20 % increase in electricity prices
(Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Power utility of Herzeg Bosnia (EP HZHB) has demanded from Federal regulatory energy agency (FERK) to approve 20 % increase in
electricity prices in average.
EP HZHB demanded increase in electricity prices of 20.19 % for
households, 33.33 % price increase for customers connected to 110
kV voltage grid, 24.39 % increase for 35 kV customers, 19.93 % increase for 10 kV customers, 17.69 % increase for public lighting and
14.79 % increase in electricity prices for other customers.
EP HZHB explained that price increase was necessary due to price
increases in regional electricity market. FERK officials confirmed
that official procedure for considering the proposal of EP HZHB was
initiated, where procedure includes public hearing regarding the
reasons for increase in prices. EP HZHB should officially justify their
request by presenting company’s cost on February 28th. The public
hearing regarding the distribution costs will be held on March 5th,
while public hearing regarding the supply costs will be held two
days after.
All interested parties should submit comments on the latest request
for price increase until January 31st.
Federal minister of energy supported previous request of EP HZHB,
by which EP HZHB demanded 14.4 % increase in electricity prices in
average for all customers except for households.
In the related news, FERK initiated a procedure for setting the new
distribution tariffs of Power utility of Bosnia and Herzegovina (EP
BiH). The tariff adjustment should be done in accordance to Energy
treaty in Southeastern Europe in order to provide fair and equal
treatment of all interested parties in electricity market in BiH, FERK
officials said.

Government argued several issues in contract signed with
APET (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
According to federal government of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH),
federal minister of energy, industry and mining has breached the
decision of the government by signing the Preliminary agreement
on strategic partnership of power utilities in BiH and Austrian consortium APET. The worth of the contract is estimated at 2 billion euros. Preliminary agreement was signed by Power utility of BiH (EP
BiH) and Power utility of Herzeg Bosnia (EP HZHB), on one side, and
officials from Austrian APET (Austrian Power and Environment Technology) group.
Government argues that Preliminary agreement implies that APET
would be the main constructor and supplier of equipment for four
new hydropower plants, which is against the decision of the government.
As a reminder, in October last year, government of BiH decided that
future strategic partner should be involved in preparation of tenders
for construction of new power plants, a selection of future constructors and suppliers, where the owner of new power plants would be
Federation of BiH. Because of that, government instructed energy
minister to change the questionable articles in preliminary agreement in order to harmonize agreement in accordance to Concession
law and Public procurement law in BiH.
On the other hand, energy minister explained that there were no
any problems, since preliminary agreement was not mandatory,
and that each phase of the projects should be defined by particular
contracts.
APET group was selected as a strategic partner after public invitation. Several opposition parties argued that procedure was not
transparent enough.
§ § §

Minister of energy and major of Sofia reached an
agreement on Sofia heating company (Bulgaria)
Bulgarian energy and economy minister and major of Sofia have finally reached an agreement regarding the Sofia heating company
Toplifikacija.
Two officials have more than once argued regarding the reasons
for bad management and corruption scandal in the company that
came on the brink of bankruptcy. Former director of the company is
arrested and accused on several charges.
New agreement provides support to the new management of Sofia
heating company, which director announced restructuring of the
company. The management will be supported by the experts from
the ministry and municipality.
Energy minister also confirmed that several large companies have
expressed an interest for buying the debts of the Toplifikacija. One
of them was the French company Dalikia.
§ § §

§ § §
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The report on electricity production and consumption in
first half of January (Bulgaria)

Privatization of TPP Bobov Dol to be extended once again
(Bulgaria)

According to the data of National Electric Company (NEK), electrical
energy consumption in Bulgaria in the first half of January was 5.6 %
lower comparing to the same period in 2006th.

Bulgaria’s Privatization agency (PA) announced that deadline for privatization of thermal power plant (TPP) Bobov Dol would be most
likely extended for the third time.

Until January 18th, Bulgaria produced 960 GWh of electricity, which
was 72 % reduction comparing to last year’s production of 3,500
GWh. The hydropower plants operated only in cases of high load,
NEK confirmed. In the same time, dam water levels amounted to 71
% of maximum capacity.

The first ranked bidder in the tender for purchase of TPP is Greece’s
Public power corporation (PPC).
The current deadline is due to expire in February. Two sides argued
over the issues related to the environmental licenses and control
permit for the TPP.

§ § §
§ § §

Gazprom interested for Bulgargaz (Bulgaria)
Bulgarian economy and energy minister informed the parliament
that Russian gas company Gazprom has expressed interest for the
equity swap with national gas company Bulgargaz.
The announcement came only month after two companies had
updated long-term supply and transit contract and in the moment
when Bulgargaz was officially registered as holding company comprised of transmission, sales and delivery divisions.
Minister said that proposal was rejected due political reasons. Nevertheless, the proposal could become interesting if ruling parties
and right wing parties have supported the idea.

NPP Kozloduy cold ask for 24 % increase in electricity prices
(Bulgaria)
Executive director of nuclear power plant (NPP) Kozloduy announced that NPP could ask from State Energy and Water Regulatory Commission (SEWRC) to approve 24 % increase in electricity
prices in summer 2007th. NPP could demand 48.35 euros per MWh
of electricity produced.
This would happen if SEWRC does not introduce 18 % price increase
in the beginning of the year. It is expected that NPP would accumulate some 20 to 30 million euros of losses until mid-2007th with
current prices.

Several politicians and experts criticized the latest idea saying it
would increase Bulgaria’s already high dependence on Russian energy supplies, having in mind that Gazprom could become the owner of natural gas network in Bulgaria. The equity swap could also
imply participation of Gazprom in Nabucco project, which was, so
far, seen as the project against the interest of Russian companies.

Head of NPP also believes that power distribution companies need
to minimize their profit in order to compensate the closure of two
units in NPP Kozloduy.

Gazprom already owns local gas distributor Overgas Inc, which holds
considerable number of gas distribution licenses in the country.

Possible construction of LNG terminal without foreign
partners (Croatia)

§ § §

§ § §

NEK wants to acquire 250 million loan for NPP Belene
(Bulgaria)
National transmission system operator (NEK) wants to acquire 250
million euros loan in order to launch the construction of nuclear
power plant (NPP) Belene. The main constructor in 4 billion euros
worth project will be the Russian Atomstroyexport, while Bulgaria
would keep 51% stake in the project.
The offers for the loan could be submitted by the March 5th. The
main purpose of the loan will be financing the project’s design, supply of equipment and the construction works during the first year
of the project.
After that period, Atomstroyexport will finance the entire project,
where NPP should be operational in 2013th.
§ § §

German companies E.ON, RWE Transgas, French Total, Austrian OMV
and Slovenian Geoplin could most likely abandon the project for
construction of liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminal in Croatia, local
media reported.
Activities in the project have been stopped in December last year
after foreign investors were not satisfied by the development of the
project, sources said.
At first, the state of Croatia has demanded that Croatian power utility (HEP) should be granted 10 % share in the project. In the same
time, Croatian oil company (INA) has already been granted 10 %
share in the project. After foreign investors accepted government’s
demands, government demanded 5 % share in the project for national transmission gas company, the Plinacro. After that, government demanded establishment of new company LNG Croatia (by
merging INA’s, HEP’s and Plinacro’s stakes) which would control 25
% of shares and golden share option in the future LNG project.
Foreign investors accepted all these demands, but after government did not initiated any activities related to the project, i.e. feasibility studies, final selection of construction site, negotiations with
local communities etc, foreign investors started to consider to leave
the entire project.
§ § §
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14 million euros of profit for Plinacro in 2006th (Croatia)
According to preliminary data, transmission system operator of
natural gas networks in Croatia, the Plinacro, has achieved some 14
million euros of profit and 53 million euros of incomes in 2006th. In
2005th, Plinacro reported 33 million euros of profit and 61.5 million
euros of incomes, due to more favorable tariff fees.

Experts pointed out that PPC has published hiring invitation although the headcount amounted to 26,500 at the end of September, where optimal PPC’s headcount should be some 20,000 employees.
§ § §

New head of PPC (Greece)
In the last year, Plinacro has transported 2.7 billion cubic meters of
natural gas. The company has also completed 40 projects during the
first investment cycle, while the rest of six projects should be finished in February. Overall worth of the project was some 120 million
euros. Overall worth of all projects in the first investment cycle, in
period 2002-2006, should reach 167 million euros. Today, Plinacro
operates 2,034 km of regional and local high-pressure pipelines.
In 2007th, company enters the second investment cycle during
which natural gas pipelines Bosiljevo - Split - Ploce, Donji Miholjac
– Dravaszerdahely (Hungary) should be built as well as natural gas
pipeline towards Bosnia and Herzegovina. The overall length of new
pipelines will be 920 km.
All these projects should be finished by 2011th, where overall investments should reach 443 million euros. The part of the funds will
be provided through loan contract with European investment bank
(EIB) (some 200-220 million euros), while the rest will be provided by
Plinacro. The loan contract with EIB should be signed in mid-2007th.
During the first investment cycle, EIB has granted 90 million euro
loan to Plinacro (80 million euros was spent).
In 2006th, natural gas consumption in Croatia amounted to 2.8 billion cubic meters. It is estimated that annual consumption could
increase up to 3.6 or even 5 billion cubic meters after completion of
aforementioned projects.
§ § §

3.6 million euros of nine month profit for Janaf (Croatia)
Joint stock company Adriatic pipeline (Janaf ) reported 3.6 million
euros of profit in period January-September 2006th, which was 30
% higher comparing to 2005th.
Overall incomes of the company were increased by 1.76 million euros, up to 31 million euros.

In the end of January, Development ministry has appointed Panagiotis Athanasopoulos to be the new CEO of Public power corporation
(PPC). The previous CEO, Dimitris Maniatakis, unexpectedly resigned
earlier in the second half of January after he was PPC’s head for two
years. This was the third consecutive resignation of top ranking officials in PPC in the last two-years.
New CEO is well known professor and manager who served in several foreign companies. Before he became new head of PPC, he was
a Senior Executive Advisor of Toyota Motor Europe.
Former CEO confirmed in the interview to local papers that he had
presented several proposals to the government in order to improve
financial position of national power company. The proposals were
not accepted, and that could be one of the reasons for his resignation. Former CEO has recently quoted the example of Spain, where
the state allocated 3.75 billion euros in order to compensate power
companies, which would keep the rise in electricity prices below the
rise of fuel costs.
Due to rise in fuel costs, PPC has reported 50 % reduction in ninemonth profit in 2006th comparing to previous year. The company
reported unexpected net loss of 23 million euros in the third quarter
of 2006th. The overall costs were also affected by electricity imports
due to unplanned outages of PPC’s power plants. In the same period, personnel costs rose by 9 %.
The latest increase in electricity prices of 4.8 % in August last year,
was not sufficient to compensate rise in fuel costs. It is estimated
that overall PPC’s profit in 2006th would be 40 % lower comparing
to 2005th.
According to analysts from Greece’s banks, by appointing the Mr.
Athanasopoulos, the state wants to initiate restructuring of the
company in terms of competitiveness and full market deregulation.
§ § §

§ § §

HTSO set the date for the tender for construction of private
power plants (Greece)
New electricity tariff after elections (Greece)
Ministry of finance of Greece announced that electricity tariffs, in
relation to fuel costs, should not rise in this year. Nevertheless, ministry believes that electricity tariff should be automatically related
(through formula) to the fuel costs, like in other EU members, but
this issue should be reconsidered after national elections next year.
Finance minister believes that future electricity tariffs should provide more stable environment both for customers and investors.
In related news, Public power corporation (PPC) has announced hiring procedure for 2,035 employees, most of them technical staff and
engineers. The procedure chosen by PPC faces some legal problems
having in mind that it was not in accordance to the Greece’s labor
law.

On February 22nd, Hellenic transmission system operator (HTSO)
should launch the tender for construction the first private power
plants.
The tender is related to construction of three natural gas fired 300
MW units of over 300 MW in southern part of Greece.
The future participants in the tender should place bids for availability capacity certificates for a 12-year period, i.e. minimum guaranteed annual revenues, which should vary from minimum of 35,000
euros per MW up to 92,000 euros/MW. HTSO is wiling to pay up to 70
% of the certificate costs.
HTSO currently pays 35,000 euros per MW per year to all power producers for their available power capacity, which should be the case
until the end of transition period of electricity market liberalization.
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According to Greek press, the bids in the following tender should be
submitted by Motor Oil with Spanish Iberdrola, Kopelouzos Group
with Italy’s Enel, Hellenic Technodomiki and Viohalco with Edison,
Terna (already operates 150 MW power plant) and Mytilineos Group
(alone or with Endesa).
§ § §

PPC announced joint construction of wind farms with EDF
and Rokas (Greece)
On January 16th, board of director of Public power corporation
(PPC) approved cooperation of its subsidiary PPC Renewable SA
and French EDR Energies Nouvelles regarding the joint construction
of wind farms with overall power output of 122 MW.
The management of PPC also voted in favor of 30 % participation of
its subsidiary in projects led by Rokas. Rokas announced large-scale
projects for construction of 1,650 MW in wind farms on islands Limnos, Lesvos and Chios and connection of those farms with mainland
power grid through submarine power cable.
The cost of the project is estimated at 2.5 billion euros, where Regulatory energy agency (RES) should give the approval for the project.
Rokas confirmed that 30 % of the funds for the projects have been
already provided through government’s subsidies, 40 % would be
provided by Rokas, and the rest of 40 % will be provided through
loans. Rokas expects to start construction works after 3-year implementation period, i.e. after 2009th, while development of the project
would last five more years. Rokas has earlier announced that price of
electricity produced in new wind farms would be very close to the
tariffs for the wind farms in main grid, i.e. 73 euros per MWh, instead
of tariffs for the wind farms in the islands of 120 euros per MW.
The connection the aforementioned island with mainland is expected to have considerable benefits for PPC having in mind high production electricity prices on the islands. PPC also plans to connect
islands of Cyclades with Lavrio.
Wind power production is considered as one of the most profitable
power production activities in Greece having in mind that state provides 30-35 % subsidies for the projects.
Nevertheless, according to current legislation, Greek electricity tariffs related to wind production are amongst the lowest in EU. Hellenic transmission system operator (HTSO) pays 70 euros per MWh
to wind power producers under 10-year supply contracts, which is
some 50 % lower comparing EU average.
It is expected that new legislation, which should be approved in this
year, will prolong supply contract up to 20-year agreements, while
tariff paid by HTSO should be related to average domestic electricity
prices.
§ § §

HTSO published the list of participants for exports through
the Interconnection Greece –Italy (Greece)
Hellenic transmission operator (HTSO) has published the list of the
approved User that will be allowed to participate in the Yearly Auction 2007 for the export through the Interconnection Greece –Italy.
There is the first list of approved users:
1.
2.

NECO S.A..
TCB ENERGY S.A.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

EDISON TRADING SPA
ENI SPA
ENEL TRADE SPA
ENERGETIC SOURCE SPA
CONSORZIO APUANIA ENERGIA
AEM TRADING SRL
APT-ENERGA HELLAS
TERNA ENERGY SA
HERON THERMOELECTRIC
EDF TRADING LIMITED
E.G.L. ΕΛΛΑΣ ΑΕ
PUBLIC POWER CORPORATION S.A.
MYTILINEOS POWER GENERATION AND SUPPLIES SA
HELLENIC PETROLEUM S. A.
ENERGY FINANCING TEAM HELLAS S.A.
TRAFIGURA ELECTRICITY ITALIA SPA
ITA ENERGY TRADE LTD

The second list of approved users:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

APT-ENERGA HELLAS
E.G.L. HELLAS S. A.
PUBLIC POWER CORPORATION S.A.
MYTILINEOS POWER GENERATION AND SUPPLIES SA
HELLENIC PETROLEUM S. A.
ENERGY FINANCING TEAM HELLAS S.A.

HTSO also published the list of registered participants for the
Monthly Auction Imports from North:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

HELLENIC PETROLEUM S.A.
APT-ENERGA HELLAS
HERON THERMOELECTRIC
E.G.L. ΕΛΛΑΣ ΑΕ
EDF TRADING LIMITED
PUBLIC POWER CORPORATION SA
MYTILINEOS POWER GENERATION AND SUPPLIES SA
ENERGY FINANCING TEAM HELLAS S.A.
§ § §

TPP Negotino operates with half capacity since mid January
(Macedonia)
Macedonia’s transmission system operator (MEPSO) confirmed that
fuel oil fired thermal power plant (TPP) Negotino (200 MW) has been
operating at half capacity since January 10th.
This official denial came after one Member of Parliament accused
MEPSO that the most expensive TPP operates at full power, while
coal fired TPPs Bitola and Oslomej have reduced their power output.
MP said that 20 million euros worth fuel oil for TPP Negotiono was
purchased through direct agreement with OKTA refinery, so that
MEPSO needs to spend all fuel oil contracted.
MEPSO denied this and confirmed that due to reduced production
of TPP Negotino, daily savings reached 100,000 euros or some 1.2
million euros in sum.
In this moment, TPPs Bitola and Oslomej operate at full capacity,
MEPSO confirmed. In the same time, tender for purchase of fuel oil
for TPP Negotiono will be restarted since only OKTA submitted bid
in the tender on January 17th.
MEPSO believe that MP has misinformed Macedonian public and
has made several oversights regarding this issue.
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§ § §

Silmak and MEPSO reached an agreement on payment of
debts (Macedonia)

ESM starts new campaign for debt payment (Macedonia)

The ferrosilicon factory Silmak and Macedonia’s transmission system operator (MEPSO), with mediation of government of Macedonia, have reached an agreement on payment of electricity debts so
that Silmak would be reconnected to power grid in the beginning
of February. MEPSO has not delivered electricity to Silmak since November last year.

Power utility of Macedonia-Distribution (ESM) announced a start of
new campaign for payment of electricity debts.
ESM offers to debtors to pay the debts at once or in several payments. Starting from February 1st, the debtors that paid the debts at
once would be excluded from paying the debt interest rates.

Until April this year, MEPSO would deliver 35 MWh/h to the factory,
while Silmak demanded 40 MWh/h during day tariff and 60 MWh/h
during night. Because of that, Silmak will be forced to reduce production in that period.

ESM wants to collect debts from large industrial customers, business companies and household customers, which have not been
paying electricity bills for few years in a past.
The campaign should last for three months, after which ESM should
start to disconnect debtors from the distribution grid and to file lawsuits against them.

According to the agreement, MEPSO will become the owner of high
voltage substation located in the factory and office space in Skopje
owned by Silmak as a compensation for the part of 6.3 million euros
debt. The rest of 3.8 million euros will be paid in cash in several payments by the end of the year.

Government of Macedonia also announced to pay 8 million euros
electricity debt to ESM. Two sides announced reaching the agreement very soon.

Silmak provided mortgage both for paying of the debts and for future deliveries of electrical energy, vice prime minister of Macedonia confirmed. According to new Energy law, MEPSO also needs to
provide bank guarantees for import of electrical energy. In the same
time, Silmak promised not to claim privileged electricity prices, yet
it would pay the electricity in accordance to tariffs set by Regulatory
energy commission.
Before MEPSO and Silmak reached the agreement, workers from Silmak protested several times demanding the solving the problems
so that they would be able to back to work.
§ § §

Slight increase in electricity prices in February (Macedonia)
According to sources from Regulatory Energy Commission (REC),
there will be no significant increase in electricity prices in February.
REC has been finishing the analyses in relation to the latest request
of EVN for 13.8 % increase in electricity prices.
This was the second time EVN has requested an increase in electricity prices since it became majority owner of Power utility of Macedonia-Distribution (ESM).
REC demanded from ESM to submit additional data regarding the
progress of planned investments in the company, having in mind
that two sides argued on this issue.
Namely, head of REC confirmed that current methodology for calculation of the electricity prices takes in consideration only the realized investments, which already provide benefit to the customers.
REC said that EVN, which was obliged to invest in ESM according to
privatization contract, wanted to include those investments in the
electricity cost analyses.
In the related news, head of Macedonia’s transmission system operator (MEPSO) confirmed that there would be no power cuts in the
country. He believes that putting in operation thermal power plant
(TPP) Negotino was the main reason for preventing power cuts.
He also gave credits to oil refinery OKTA and Macedonian railways,
which managed to produce and deliver sufficient amount of fuel oil
to the TPP.

ESM has recently placed special protection at electricity meters,
which prevents unauthorized electricity consumption. Until now,
several household customers have been taken to prison, after they
were found guilty for electricity theft.
§ § §

TPP Pljevlja out of service again (Montenegro)
On January 24th, thermal power plant (TPP) Pljevlja (200 MW) was
disconnected from power grid due to favorable hydrology but also
due to lack of coal at the TPP’s depot. TPP should be out of service
7-8 days.
When it was disconnected, TPP had only 10,000 tons of coal reserves and it produced only 60 GWh of electricity in January instead
planned 110 GWh, director of TPP confirmed. Due to lack of coal,
TPP was already out of service from December 30th until January
9th.
On April 1st, four month capital overhaul in the TPP should start,
during which steam boiler, turbine and generator should be revitalized as well as the management and control systems in the TPP.
According to plans, TPP Pljevlja should produce 817 GWh of electricity in 2007th.
§ § §

NTE plans to build new power plants (Montenegro)
State owned Norwegian power company NTE, the second largest
power producer in Norway, wants to build new hydropower plants
(HPPs) in Montenegro. This was confirmed by the manager of the
international cooperation department of NTE in the interview to the
local press agency.
According to the manager, NTE has been closely watching electrical energy sector in Montenegro in the last two years. NTE wants to
build both the small and large HPPs, and the funding of the projects
would be no problem, he said.
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NTE was already involved in several projects in the country, where
the main problems were the complicated procedures for granting
the concessions, new Energy law and political situation prior the
Montenegro’s independency.
NTE’s manager believes that after Montenegro became independent country, it is a good time to start the projects. Nevertheless,
NTE still believes that the price of electricity and investment models
could cause some problems in the future. NTE still did not decide
whether it would finance all projects alone or in cooperation with
Power utility of Montenegro (EPCG).
The manager confirmed that NTE is considering submitting a bid in
the future international tender for sale of five small HPPs. Several
months ago, EPCG decided to launch privatization procedure for
HPPs Rijeka Musovica (annual production of 3.5 GWh), Rijeka Crnojevica (0.8 GWh), Podgor (0.65 GWh), Savnik (0.5 GWh) and Lijeva
Rijeka (0.06 GWh)
In the beginning of 2005th, NTE has sent a letter of intention to
Montenegro government regarding privatization or lease of three
out of five small HPPs. In the same time, NTE was interested for construction of several other small HPPs on river Bistrica, Lake Otiliovici
and Krupac Lake.
NTE could be also interested in the shares of EPCG if they were offered for sale, NTE’s official confirmed.
The long-term cooperation between Norway and EPCG started in
2001st. In the last six years, NTE was involved in large number of
projects related to transmission, distribution and production of
electricity. In the last two years, NTE was involved in several projects
for upgrade of power network in the coastal municipalities in Montenegro. NTE announced participation in projects in for development of distribution network in Kotor and renewal of substation in
Ribarevine, for which purpose government of Norway has granted
1.7 million euros.
§ § §

Negotiations regarding the sale of TPP Pljevlja to be
continued in February (Montenegro)
Minister of economic development of Montenegro announced
during the visit to city of Pljevlja that negotiations on privatization
of thermal power plant (TPP) Pljevlja and 31 % shares in coalmine
Pljevlja would be continued in the beginning of February.
The first ranked bidder in the privatization tender, the Russian company EN Plus, offered 45 million euros in cash and 195.4 million euros in investments for the TPP. For the shares in coalmine, EN Plus offered 5 million euros in cash and 78.74 million euros in investments.
Russians also offered 170.97 million euros for construction of new
225 MW unit, which should be built by 2011th.
In the same time, delegation of Power utility of Montenegro (EPCG),
which accompanied minister, said it was against the sale of TPP
Pljevlja. Member of management board of EPCG believes that, due
to market changes, the sale of TPP would be unfavorable for EPCG
and the state in this moment. During the same occasion, EPCG announced project for solving the problems related to coal ash depot
Maljevac, which would enable safe storing of the coal ash in the next
two years. In the same time, new coal ash depot should be open in
two years.

Regardless of the outcome of current privatization procedure, EPCG
would insist on construction of second unit in TPP Pljevlja, high official of EPCG said.
§ § §

Draft strategy for privatization of EPCG presented
(Montenegro)
Two key consultants of government of Montenegro, the Croatian
energy institute Hrvoje Pozar (HP) and British consultant IPA Energy and Water consulting have recently presented their proposals
for privatization of Power utility of Montenegro (EPCG). The main
problem for the government will be the fact that two consultants
have proposed opposite models for privatization of national power
company.
According to director of HP, government of Montenegro should not
privatize EPCG until full restructuring and functional separation of
EPCG was finished. It means that state would temporarily stop privatization, while management of EPCG should try to minimize business losses.
In 2005th, EPCG reported 29 million euros of losses, while estimated
loss in 2006th should be some 22 million euros.
Croatian experts are against the 20-year concession contracts for
power distribution grid due to current bad shape of the networks.
Future owner would certain invest in power grid, which would led to
the higher electricity prices, experts from HP said. They quoted the
examples in Bulgaria and Macedonia, where state sold the power
distribution companies at low prices.
On the other hand, according to sources, on the closed session,
experts from IPA (hired by European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development.) proposed to the government to privatize Distribution and Supply divisions in EPCG by signing the 20-year concession
contracts.
They made an example of similar model that showed good results
in Great Britain. In the same time, IPA proposed similar concession contracts for the hydropower plants in the country, which was
strongly opposed by the management of EPCG.
Executive director of EPCG has welcomed an initiative of opposition
party PZP, which proposed that state of Montenegro should own at
least 51 % of shares in EPCG until Montenegro became EU member.
PZP also proposed a sale of 16 % of shares in EPCG to qualified strategic partner through international tender or through IPO.
Head of EPCG said that similar models have been applied in several
countries.
§ § §

Enel announced 1.5 billion euros worth investments
(Romania)
Italian power company Enel announced plans for investment of 1.5
billion euros in energy sector in Romania in period 2006-2015.
This was confirmed by the Romania’s minister of economy and commerce during the visit of prime minister of Italy, who was accompanied by management of Enel.
The majority of the funds would be invested for modernization
of power distribution companies owned by Enel in Romania. Enel
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owns majority stake in Electrica Banat, Electrica Dobrogea and in
Electrica Muntenia Sud (final contract to be signed).
Romania considers Italy as one of the most important partners in
energy sector, Romania’s officials confirmed, while managing director of Enel said that Romania was one of the important countries in
company’s investment portfolio.
Ministry of economy and commerce hopes that new investments
in energy sector would reduce energy prices, which would increase
competitiveness of the national economy.
In the related news, Enel announced to invest 2 billion euros for construction of nuclear power plant Belene in Bulgaria. Enel plans to
acquire 49 % of the 4 billion euros worth Belene project.
§ § §

Transelectrica’s rating upgraded to Baa3 (Romania)
Moody’s Investors Service has upgraded the credit rating of Transelectrica from Ba1 to Baa3, while keeping the rating outlook stable.
According to Moody’s, the rating upgrade is the result of the Transelectrica’s position of being sole owner operator of national transmission system and an improvement of financial results in the regulated environment.
Transelectrica announced that preliminary (unconsolidated Romanian Accounting Standards compliant) financial results should be
published by mid-February, while the final International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) compliant financial report will be released by the end of April.
The Business plans and Power grid development plans for period
2006-2016 should be approved by the end of March this year. These
two documents, in the largest amount, will determine company’s
budget in period 2008-2012.
Additional listing of 5 % shares, as compensation for dispossessed
owners during the communist era, should occur by the end of October, company announced.
§ § §

EBRD to become shareholder in E.ON Gaz Romania and
E.ON Moldova (Romania)
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) decided to acquire minority stake in the Romanian branches of German
group E.ON, i.e. in E.ON Gaz Romania (natural gas distributor) and
E.ON Moldova (power distributor).
Officials from EBRD believe that final contract will be signed by the
mid February. The acquisition was approved by the management of
EBRD at the end of the last year.
§ § §

Kazakhstan oil company interested in Rompetrol (Romania)
State owned oil company of Kazakhstan, the KazMunGaz, has expressed interest for the purchase of shares in Rompetrol, Russian

agency Prime Tass reported by quoting the official sources. In the
same time, officials from Rompetrol did not comment this information.
By acquisition of shares in Rompetrol, KazMunaiGaz wants to enter European oil market and to take part in the privatization of Oil
industry of Serbia (NIS), for which Rompetrol recently expressed official interest.
§ § §

Rompetrol expects 5.8 billion euros of turnover in 2007th
(Romania)
Head of Rompetrol Oil Group expects that company would achieve
5.8 billion euros of incomes in 2007th, which would be 23 % higher
comparing to 2006th.
The increase in incomes would be a result of intensified international trading activities. It is estimated that Rompetrol would make 30 %
of overall incomes in Romania, or some 1.8 billion euros.
The most of the profit would be achieved by oil refinery Rompetrol
Rafinare . In the same time, operating profit could reach 210 million
euros, 40 % higher comparing to the last year.
After it had taken over French company Dyneff (2 billion euros of incomes) in 2005th , Rompetrol group doubled its business activities
up to consolidated level of 3.8 billon euros.
§ § §

Nuclearelectrica achieved record production in 2006th
(Romania)
Nuclear power producer, the Nuclearelectrica, has reported 192.05
million euros of turnover in 2006th , which was 11.5 % increase comparing to previous year.
The increase was the consequence of the increased power production, which amounted to new record of 5.6 TWh.
In the same time, utilization rate of the nuclear power plant (NPP)
Cernavoda was 91.37 %, which was the second time in a row that
utilization was above 90 %.
The works in unit 2 (700 MW) in NPP Cernavoda are 98 % finished at
the beginning of January, where units should be put in commercial
operation in July this year.
In the same time, Nuclearelectrica prepared feasibility studies for
units 3 and 4.
For that purpose, ministry of economy and commerce plans to establish the commission that would start negotiations with the companies that submitted letters of intention for construction of those
units.
The ministry has selected following companies that have submitted
letters of intentions:
Electrabel (Belgium), Electrica (Romania), RWE Power (Germany),
E.ON Energy (Germany), Enel (Italy), Iberdrola (Spain), KHNP (South
Korea), AES (USA), Ansaldo (Italy) in a consortium with AECL (Canada), Unit Investments Luxembourg – Dogan Enerji Yatirimlari/Dogus
Holding (Belgium-Turkey, Gabriel Resources (Canada), Alro Slatina
(Romania), ASAM-TESS Conex Iasi (Romania).
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The cost of the construction of two units is estimated at 2.2 billion
euros, which should be provided by the project company.
§ § §

NRA demanded from power producers to deliver certain amount of
electricity to domestic customers at the below-market prices. The
average price of electricity in 2007th in the Centralized Market of
Bilateral Contracts run by OPCOM increased by 22 % comparing to
the last year.
§ § §

Reduction of profit of Hidroelectrica (Romania)
According to preliminary data, hydropower producer Hidroelectrica
has reported 42.5 million euros of profit in 2006th, which was 41
% lower comparing to the last year. The reduction was the consequence of low precipitation in the last year.
In 2007th, management of the company plans to achieve 56 million
euros of profit.
Nevertheless, Hidroelectrica was forced to reduce by 50 % electricity deliveries in January due to low inflows in Danube, inland rivers
and low levels in storage lakes.
In mid January, the electricity production in hydropower plant (HPP)
Portile de Fier was 22 % lower than planned, since the water inflow
was 4,000 cubic meters per second comparing to the average value
of 5,100 cubic meters.
§ § §

Report on energy resources for January –November 2006th
(Romania)
According to data presented by the National Statistics Institute, primary energy resources in Romania in period January –November
2006th increased by 1.8 %, while electricity resources increased by
2.9 %.
The main primary resources stood at 38.184 million tons of oil equivalent (toe), which was 677,000 toe higher comparing to 2005th. The
overall domestic production of primary energy resources reached
22.384 million toe (close to the previous year), while import reached
15.799 million toe (4.5 % increase).
The increase in import was the result of the increase in import of
natural gas by 629,900 toe, oil products by 269,000 toe, crude oil by
236,000 toe, and coal by 588,100 toe.
In the same period, electricity resources reached 57.311 TWh, which
was 1.6 TWh higher comparing to the last year. The increase was the
result of the increase in electricity production of 2.831 TWh (5.3 %),
where electricity import reduced by 1.232 TWh (56.6 %). The largest
part of the electricity was produced in thermal power plants (60.4 %
of overall production).
The electrical energy consumption in the same period was 45.807
TWh, which was 2.8 % higher comparing to the last year. The household’s consumption increased by 6.5 %, while electricity export increased by 5.5 %.
§ § §

Possible increase in electricity prices in April (Romania)
The National Energy Regulatory Authority (NRA) announced possible increase in electricity prices starting from April 1st due to deficient domestic production and shutdown of several nuclear reactors
in Bulgaria and Slovakia, which could led to the increase in prices of
imported electricity.

14 million euros for construction of natural gas network
(Serbia)
Ministry of energy and mining has signed contracts for construction of seven natural gas pipelines in central and western parts of
Serbia.
The pipelines would cost 14 million euros and they would enable
connection of some 90,000 households to natural gas network in
Uzice, Cajetina, Zlatibor,Trstenik, Vrnjacka Banja, Krusevac, Loznica
and Velika Plana. Local companies Inteklima and Jedinstvo, which
offered the best terms in the tender, will build new pipelines. All
pipelines should be built by the end of the year.
Regulatory energy agency (REA) should set tariffs for connection
to the natural gas network in aforementioned cities, where price
should not be higher than 700 euros per household. If local authorities sign contract with strategic partners, the connection tariff could
be reduced to even 150 to 200 euros. Current connection tariff is
1,000 euros.
According to National gasification plan, some 400,000 new households should be connected to natural gas network by 2015th. In this
moment, there are some 190,000 natural gas customers in Serbia,
where 1,000 of them are industrial customers. The natural gas is
mainly used for heating. It is estimated that 14 % of energy needs in
Serbia is covered by usage of natural gas, where this ratio should be
increased at 20 % by 2020th.
§ § §

EPS announced lawsuits against non-paying customers
(Serbia)
Power utility of Serbia (EPS) has announced a large-scale campaign
against non-paying customers, both the households and industrial
customers but also against the state institutions.
EPS decided to file lawsuit against such customers, having in mind
that, according to current court practice, all unpaid debts for which
EPS did not file lawsuits, but only reminders for payment, have become barred after one year.
All power distribution companies in EPS have started to check their
data and to send the first lawsuits.
Management of EPS argues that power bills must not have same
treatment at court as unpaid rent, heating and other communal
services. According to current data, unpaid power bills have reached
amount of 370 million euros. In 2006th, collection rate increased at
96 %, but majority of debts from previous years have not been paid,
management of EPS said.
§ § §
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EMS announced new investments in transmission network
(Serbia)
General manager of Serbian transmission system operator (EMS)
confirmed that EMS would proceed with new investments in
2007th.
Head of EMS said that construction of new interconnection 400 kV
line Nis-Skopje should start in this year. EMS should start the construction of 400/110 kV substation Beograd 20. In the same time,
the largest 400 kV and 200 kV substations in Belgrade, Novi Sad and
Nis will be renewed.

Merrill Lynch, could be revised. This would imply postponement
of the tender for another six months. Democratic Party announced
that changes would be related to sale of 15 % of shares through IPO
the citizens of Serbia and increase of 25 % stake that could be offered to strategic partner during the first phase of privatization.
Current privatization model implies a sale of 25 % of shares to strategic partner and acquiring of another 12.5 % of shares through recapitalization. In the same time, 15 % of shares would be distributed
to workers and another 15 % to privatization funds. New strategic
partner, which would hold minority stake in the company, would be
granted managerial rights.

In the beginning of January, EMS has put in service new 400/100
kV (300 MVA) substation in Sombor, Head of EMS announced that Tenders:
second phase of this project should start very soon, i.e. the construction of new 400 kV power line toward Sremska Mitrovica and
construction of new interconnection line toward Hungary.
§ § §

EPS and HEP argue on mutual debts (Serbia)

Company /
organization:

§ § §

Electricity
EAR, related Croatia

Approximation of EU Renewable Energy Legislation and Energy Efficiency Labelling (RELEEL)
Content:

Director of public relation department of Power utility of Serbia
(EPS) said that EPS’s debts toward Croatian power utility (HEP) could
not be considered separately from investments of Oil industry of
Serbia (NIS) into the former joint oil pipeline network (Janaf ).
According to EPS’s official, governments of Croatia and Serbia
agreed that all mutual energy debts would be considered jointly by
the experts’ teams.
The aforementioned statement was the reaction to recent statement of the head of HEP, who said that Serbia and Republic of Srpska
(RS) owe some 31.2 TWh of electricity to HEP in behalf of the investments that Croatia made in the former Yugoslavia. Croatia invested
funds for the construction of thermal power plants and in return, it
acquired the ownership shares in those power plants.
§ § §

The purpose of this project is to provide technical
assistance to the Ministry of Economy, Labour and
Entrepreneurship with regards to Renewable Energy Legislation (REL) and Energy Efficiency Labelling
(EEL), where REL covers guarantees of origin legislation and design of tradable certificate scheme, while
EEL covers implementation of labelling legislation.
This service include a legal and strategy gap analysis with the use of table of concordance between
national legislation and EU acquis, drafting of any
relevant legislation, norms or procedures, impact
assessment of implementation and evaluation of
different implementation options. The consultant
should create feasibility study for energy efficiency
labelling certification body.
The consultant should perform PR through workshops, seminars, video materials, web, promotion
materials and media campaign.
Maximum budget: 500.000 EUR

Deadline:

Tender for NIS to be launched soon (Serbia)
Deputy minister of energy and mining believes that one of the first
decision of the future government should be launching the tender
for privatization of Oil industry of Serbia (NIS). New government is
yet to be formed after the parliamentary elections were held on
January 21st.

Contact:

Company /
organization:

Content:

The selection of advisors was concluded in summer 2006 and is followed by a premarketing phase
including preliminary site visits allowing strategic
partners, upon signing a non-disclosure agreement
access to the potential site of the power plant. Electric Power Industry of Serbia is interested in receiving feedback from potential strategic partners on
the optimal location of the power plant before announcement of a public tender.

Contact:

Gudrun Kuffner, Project Manager, EPIC Vienna, Austria; Tel: +43 1 5011957; Fax: +43 501199, email:
gudrun.kuffner@epicinvest.com;
Jasmina Nesic, Project Manager, EPIC Belgrade d.o.o.,
Belgrade, Serbia; Tel: +381 11 2633290; Fax: +381 11
2628975; email: jasmina.nesic@epicinvest.com

Commenting the latest announcements of Romanian Rompetrol
regarding the interest in privatization of NIS, deputy said that that
was expected having in mind that several large companies, such as
MOL, OMV, Hellenic Petroleum and Lukoil, have already expressed
interest in NIS.

On the other hand, if the government was formed by opposition
Democratic Party, the current tender procedure, prepared by the

EPS, related Serbia

Preliminary Site visits for potential strategic partners interested in investments
into the 700MWe Kolubara Lignite-fired power plant

According to deputy minister, work team of the government of Serbia has prepared all necessary documents for the tender.

The tender was postponed in October last year due to parliamentary
elections. Sources earlier suggested that tender could be launched
by the end of January or in the February.

2. February 2007, 15:00 CET
Contact person: Ms Martina Sedmak
Tel: +385 1 4591 245
Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Croatia
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EPCG, related Montenegro

International public bidding for selection of the best bid for supply of missing
quantities of electric energy in the period April 1st – November 15th, 2007
Content:

Contact:

NEK, related Bulgaria

Bridge Financing for the Belene NPP Project
Content:

Natsionalna Elektricheska Kompania EAD has announced a tender to raise debt financing in the
amount of MEUR250. This credit facility will be used
to finance the design, procurement of equipment
and civil works (construction and erection works)
under the Project for Construction of NPP Belene
during the first year of its implementation. This
period is planned for implementation of the first
phase of the Project that mainly covers design and
preparatory works and within this period of 1 year
NEK in its capacity as the company responsible for
the development of the Project will complete the
process of its structuring. The purpose of this credit
facility will be to play the role of bridge financing
until the required financial resources are provided
for the complete implementation of the Project for
construction of NPP Belene. Therefore NEK EAD as
Borrower intends to repay entirely the credit immediately after the financial close of the Project is
achieved or to keep the credit on its balance sheet
with option for long term repayment. The announcement is published on the page of the Public
Procurement Agency http://www.aop.bg and in the
Supplement to the Official Journal of the European
Union http://ted.europa.eu. The documents for participation in the public procurement procedure may
be obtained at the Head Office of NEK EAD or via
e-mail upon submission of a document evidencing payment of the documentation fee of 500 Euro.
The payment may be made either at the pay-office
of NEK EAD or by bank transfer to the NEK account:
IBAN: BG35KORP92201400534102, BIC: KORPBGSF
in Corporative Commercial Bank AD.

Contact:

Yulian Kiossev, tel. (+3592) 9263490
ykiossev@nek.bg.

Montenegrin Electric Enterprise - Niksic (hereinafter referred to as EPCG) is interested in purchasing
electric energy needed to meet the consumption
in Montenegro for the period April 1st – November
15th, 2007, totaling 236,216 MWh (NE 44,541 MWh,
DE 191,675 MWh), per lots, according to diagram of
missing quantities of electric energy given in the following table

NS - Night time power, NE - night time electric energy (period from 00 to 07h CET
DS - day time power, DE - day time electric energy
(period from 07 to 24h CET)
The Bidder may submit a bid for one or more than
one lot or whole amount of electricity.
The Bidder may submit a bid also for a portions of
electricity requested in a single lots where the requested diagrams may only be changed proportionally. Within each of the lots the Bidder may submit
a bid for delivery of electricity of a 5 MW minimum
power.
The Bid could contain within one lot only one quantity of the offered electricity (either total quantity or
a portion of that quantity).
EPCG will have right to deviation in contracted deliveries per these lots on weekly basis of up to ±20%
of power shown in diagram where these deviations
will be proportional for NS and DS.
The assigned funds for the public procurement is
16.700.000,00 € .
Deadline:

Company /
organization:

Company /
organization:

EAR, related Kosovo

Major Overhaul of Over Burden System for Sibovc South West Mine
Content:

The works consist of the refurbishment of an overburden removal system in the Kosovo lignite mines.
The contract will be based on the FIDIC “Conditions
of Contract for Plant and Design-Build” First Edition
1999 (Yellow Book).
The project concerns the overhaul of one complete
system, including bucket wheel excavator SRs 1300
+ VR for overburden removal with the annual performance of 5 million bank cubic meters, conveyer
line (including belt drive stations, hopper and tripper car matching the size of the excavator, conveyor
line and the spreader) for overburden transport from
the excavator to the spreader at dumping site and
the spreader A2RsB 4400. The project also includes
the delivery of new cable drums.

27.02.2007, 11:30 hrs, Local time
Miroslav Marković, M.Sc.E.E
Senka Miličić, lawyer
Marko Delibašić, B.Sc.E.E
mradunovic.dir@epcg.cg.yu
+381 83 215 318

This project will lead to increasing the reliability of
coal supply to the existing generation units and prepare the system for the operation of the new Sibovc
South West Mine
Deadline:
Contact:

19 February 2007 at 17hrs00 Central European Time
European Agency for Reconstruction, Kosovo, Pristina
Fax: + 381 38 51 31 308
E-mail: luisa.lopez@ear.europa.eu
Copy to: majlinda.statovci@ear.europa.eu
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EAR, related Bulgaria

Supply of equipment for the geographic information system (GIS) of the Bulgarian high voltage transmission networks
Content:

The delivery, installation, commissioning, training
(for Lots 1 and 3) and maintenance within the warranty period by the Contractor of the equipment for
the geographic information system (GIS) of the Bulgarian high voltage transmission networks, in three
Lots as follows:

Implementation of the EU Directive 2003/54/EC on internal market in electricity, Geographic Information System (GIS) of the Bulgarian electricity transmission system with implemented EU standard ETRF 89 and European Geostationary Navigation Overlay System (EGNOS).
Content:

- LOT 1 -Servers with Operation Systems (OS) , Clustering Software and Data Base Management System
(DBMS); SAN Storage solution, workstations, mobile
computers, large scale plasma monitor and, communication equipment : network routers and switches.
- LOT 2 - Digital map of BULGARIA
- LOT 3 - Base GIS Software platform: Enterprise GIS
application server, Software for network diagram
Deadline:
Contact:

Company /
organization:

5. March 2007 at 15hrs00 Central European Time
Central Finance and Contracts Unit (CFCU) Ministry of Finance
102, G. S. Rakovski St., 1040 Sofia
fax +359 2 9859 2773
e-mail: cfcu@minfin.bg

EAR, related Serbia

District Heating Modernisation and Rehabilitation
Content:

The project includes modernization of District Heating systems in five Serbian cities. Selected measures
in each city represent an independent lot.
Lot 1 – Cacak: Renovation and extension of two major boiler plants (35+10 MW and 3 x 4,7 MW), new
transmission line networks and renovation/upgrading/new substations
Lot 2 – Pancevo: New transmission hot water piping
(total route length about 6 km with starting diameter DN 400 of about 2 km), new circulation pumps,
new primary/secondary mixing stations, adjustments on house substations.
Lot 3 – Subotica: Replacement of two transmission
hot water piping lines (total route length 1,4 km
including DN 500 of about 0,8 km; and 2,7 km including DN 350 of about 1 km) and 74 new house
substations.
Lot 4 – Uzice: Modernisation of four boiler plants
including new boilers with auxiliaries and corresponding building extensions in three locations (3
x 8 MW in one location; and 2 x 3,9 MW in two other
locations each); new hot water piping networks and
upgrade of existing substations including a centralized command and monitoring centre.

EAR, related Bulgaria

Deadline:
Contact:

Contract description
- Geodesic measurements of the High Voltage Network of Bulgaria (electrical power lines and substations), maintained by NEK EAD on the territory of
Bulgaria. Geodesic measurements to be executed
by airborne LIDAR (Light Detection and Raging) surveys:
- Processing of the obtained geodetic data and generation of files according to the requirements of GIS
Data Base structures and according to the requirements of the Bulgarian Cadastre Agency for registration.
Note 1: Geodesic measurements and data processing could be executed by certified / authorized specialists.
According to Articles 120 and 230 of the Law of the
Spatial Planning and Chapter 3 of the Project Design
Act of the Chamber of Investment Design Engineers
- the specialists carrying out the geodesic measurements and the data processing should hold licenses
/ authorizations for Bulgaria for:
Competence to perform activities related
with cadastre
Competence to perform activities related
with geodesy according to the Law of the spatial
planning.
These documents are obligatory for the approval
and input of measured data in the registers of the
Bulgarian national bodies – Municipalities, Cadastre Agency, Ministry of the Agriculture and Forestry
etc.
Note 2: Before starting the activities under this
Project the Contractor with the assistance of the
Beneficiary should obtain the necessary permits
from:
Border Police National Service at the Bulgarian Ministry of Home Affairs
Main Operative Division at the Bulgarian
Aviation Headquarters
Military Police and Military Intelligence
Service
National Security Service at the Bulgarian
Ministry of Home Affairs
Flying Permit from the Civil Aviation Authorities
Failure to obtain the above-mentioned permits will
invoke withdrawal of EU financing
Maximum budget
2, 9 MEUR
15 February 2007, 16:00 local time
Central Finance and Contracts Unit (CFCU)
Ministry of Finance, 102 Rakovski St.,
1040 Sofia, Bulgaria

Lot 5 – Valjevo: Construction of a new central boiler
plant (with the building designed for 3 boilers and
installation of just one 30 MW boiler with auxiliaries
at this stage) and a new transmission hot water piping DN 500 of route length 1,7 km.
Deadline:
Contact:

05 March 2007, 12:00 local time
European Agency of Reconstruction
Vasina 2-4, 11000, Belgrade, Republic of Serbia
Att.: Procurement Officer
Fax: + 381 11 30 23 466
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EAR, related Kosovo

EAR, related Serbia

Replacement of Relay Protection in the Transmission Substations Kosovo B
and Replacement of Relay Protection and Control System in Pristina 4

Preparation of the Project Design and Tender Dossier for Revitalization of Navigation Locks at Power Plants Djerdap 1 and Djerdap 2

Content:

Content:

This project is for improving the reliability and security of the transmission grid in Kosovo-UNMIK. The
scope of the project includes three components:
Component 1: Dismantling the old protection system and replacement with a new digital relay protection system in Kosovo B (400/220 kV) Substation.
Component 2: Dismantling the old protection system and replacement with a new digital relay protection system in Pristina 4 (220/110 kV) Substation.
Component 3: Supply and Installation of Control
System (SCS) in Pristina 4 220/110 kV Substation
The direct beneficiary of the project is the Kosovo
Independent Transmission and System Operator
(KOSTT).

Deadline:
Contact:

Company /
organization:

13 March 2007 at 17:00, CET
European Agency for Reconstruction
1, Kosova Street
(in front of Procredit Bank)
Pristina, KOSOVO
Attn.: Procurement Officer
E-mail to: luisa.lopez@ear.eu.int
and: majlinda.statovci@ear.eu.int

EPS, related Serbia

Content:

Deadline:
Contact:

Deadline:
Contact:

Company /
organization:

Rehabilitation of Hydropower Plant Bajina Basta

The Electric Power Industry of Serbia (EPS) has received
a development loan from KfW (provided on behalf of
the German Government) toward the cost of the Rehabilitation of Hydropower Plant Bajina Basta project. Part
of the proceeds of this development loan is intended
for payments under the Work Contract(s) for which this
Invitation for Bids is issued.
The EPS now invites sealed bids from eligible bidders
for the for supply and works project Rehabilitation of
Hydropower Plant Bajina Basta, a run-off-river plant
with Francis-type turbines of an installed capacity of
4x93 MW with the first generating unit having been
commissioned in 1966
The general scope of the Works and Supply shall cover
the four (4) turbine-generating units and appurtenant
equipment and shall include, but not be limited to,
the following: plant and equipment data acquisition
and pretesting of existing equipment, dismantling of
existing equipment, its temporary site storage (disposal), preparation and transport to factories (local and
abroad) for reconstruction and rehabilitation, Design of
equipment (for reconstruction, rehabilitation, upgrading and production of new one), Procurement of materials and equipment, Reconstruction, rehabilitation,
production and testing of the equipment at factories
(locally and abroad), Packing, transport and storage to
the Site, Insurance of the Works and Supplies, Erection
of the equipment, commissioning and handing over of
the plant.

The Services Contractor has to propose revitalisation works after site inspection, produce the Preliminary design, final design and tender documents together with drawings, bill of quantities and a priced
bill of quantities for the works required to revitalise
the navigation locks at Djerdap I and at Djerdap II.
The revitalisation works should cover the structural,
mechanical, hydraulic/mechanical, electrical,; video,
radio, telephone, GPS, radar and other necessary
controls and communications, fire fighting system
installation and other supporting (existing and
new) systems of the navigation locks, control towers
and upstream/downstream fore-docks. The Services
Contractor should have wide experience in preparation of tender documents for international projects
for the works listed above.
Maximum budget
€ 1,500,000
2.2.2007, 17:00 hrs, CET.
The European Agency for Reconstruction
Procurement Unit, 3rd floor
Vasina 2-4,
11000 Belgrade
Serbia and Montenegro
Fax no.: +381 11 3023 455

EPS, related Serbia

Preliminary Site visits for potential strategic partners interested in investments
into the 700MWe Kolubara Lignite-fired power plant
Content:

Project Status
The selection of advisors was concluded in summer 2006 and is followed by a premarketing phase
including preliminary site visits allowing strategic
partners, upon signing a non-disclosure agreement
access to the potential site of the power plant. Electric Power Industry of Serbia is interested in receiving feedback from potential strategic partners on
the optimal location of the power plant before announcement of a public tender.

Contact:

Gudrun Kuffner, Project Manager, EPIC Vienna, Austria; Tel: +43 1 5011957; Fax: +43 501199, email:
gudrun.kuffner@epicinvest.com;
Jasmina Nesic, Project Manager, EPIC Belgrade d.o.o.,
Belgrade, Serbia; Tel: +381 11 2633290; Fax: +381 11
2628975; email: jasmina.nesic@epicinvest.com

30.03.2007, 14:00 hours local time
Mr. Dejan Ostojic
email: dejan.ostojic@eps.co.yu
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EBRD, related Romania

Contact:

Timisoara District Heating - Works and Consultancy
Content:

Deadline:
Contact:

Company /
organization:

CLT Colterm S.A. (“Colterm” or the “Company”), the
district heating company owned by the City of Timisoara, has applied for a loan from the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (the “Bank”) for
the modernisation of the municipal district heating
system. The Company intends using the proceeds of
the loan for the installation of new gas turbine units
of 20 MW gross electricity production with a 29 MW
thermal output and for district heating and corporate management consultants. Colterm will be the
implementing agency.
The proposed project, which has a total estimated
cost of EURO 22.5 million, will require the procurement of works and services for the following components:
(a) supply and installation of gas turbine units;
(b) procurement and implementation supervision;
(c) corporate development programme (donor financed)
Contracts to be financed with the proceeds of a loan
from the Bank will be subject to the Bank’s Procurement Policies and Rules and will be open to firms
from any country
21 Aug 2007 at 24:00, Timisoara time
Aurel Matei , Deputy General Manager
Colterm S.A. Str. Ep. Joseph Lonovici nr. 4
300092, Timisoara Romania
Tel: 0040 256 434 614 Fax: 0040 256 434 616
Email: aurel.matei@colterm.ro

EBRD, related Romania

CFR TRACTION ENERGY NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROJECT
Content:

This notice updates the General Procurement Notice
published on Ebrd Website dated 22nd July 2005
under reference 5104-GPN-36043.
CFR SA and its subsidiary CFR Electrificare have received a loan from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and intends to use its
proceeds towards the cost of a project to continue
modernisation and introduce cost-savings measures in management of its traction energy network.
The proposed project, which has a total estimated
cost of EUR 27 million equivalent (EUR 22.5 m from
the Bank and EUR 4.5m in VAT and other taxes), will
require the procurement of the following goods,
works and services;
1. Supply and installation of equipment sets consisting of traction substations, switching equipment,
railway station distance control equipment, and
central dispatching equipment and communication
facilities;
2. Supply of catenary maintenance vehicles; and

Company /
organization:

Mr. Tiberiu Angelescu, Director of Foreign Financing Directorate
Compania Nationala de Cai Ferate CFR – SA
38, Dinicu Golescu Blvd., 3rd floor, room no. 26
010873 Bucharest 1 Romania
Tel.: +40 21 224 84 06
Fax: +40 21 222 14 45

EBRD, related Romania

Design, Construction and Commissioning of the 390 Km Agadyr-YuKGRES Section of 500 KV Second Transmission Line of Kazakhstan North-South Transit
Consulting Services Loan: Management and Monitoring Of Construction Contract Implementation Progress
Content:

The Kazakhstan Electricity Grid Operating Company (KEGOC) has received a loan from the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
and it intends to use part of the proceeds of the
loan for payments under the contract for consulting services for Management and Monitoring of
Construction Contract implementation process.
The assignment is expected to be carried out in
three Phases as described below.
Phase I
1.1 Supervision of quality assurance by Contractor and PIU during implementation of survey
work and design estimates.
1.2 Quality and the accepted technical solutions
assessment during elaboration of design estimates.
1.3 Final review and approval of the made up design estimates for the construction of 500 kV OTL
500 kV Agadyr SS– 500 kV YuKGRES SS.
Phase II
2.1 Managerial and monitoring support during
contracting.
2.2 Analyses of the results of the tests performance for the quality conformance of the equipment and materials supplied under the project to
the quality and technical characteristics operated
together with KEGOC JSC specialists. Tests results
evaluation.
2.3 Quality assurance surveillance by the Contractor and PIU during implementation of the
construction and erection works.
2.4 Environmental measures monitoring during
implementation of the construction and erection
works.
2.5 Verification of implementation according to
the PIP and review of any changes to the PIP.
2.6 Verification of the proper use of available
funds.
2.7 Submit periodic activity reports as may be requested from time to time by KEGOC.
Phase III
3.1 Confirmation of the Project Completion in
accordance with the PIP and preparation of a
Project Completion Report

3. Consultancy services for contract supervision.

§ § §
Tendering for the above contracts started in the second half of 2006.
Deadline:

24 Jul 2007 at 24:00, Bucharest time
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Coal and Oil
Company /
organization:

EAR, related Kosovo

Construction of Fly ash Load out, Storage silos and Mixing Facilities for
Stan Tërg Mine
Content:

Deadline:
Contact:

Company /
organization:

The contract consists of Construction of Fly ash Load
out, Storage silos and Mixing facilities for
Stan Tërg Mine in order to provide continuous supply of fly ash from KEK power plant, to fill the voids
left after the extraction of ore at Stan Terg mine.
The project includes the construction works for fly
ash load out facilities at KEK power plant and construction of storage and mixing facilities at Stan Trg
mine including design steel and reinforced concrete
works, electronic and mechanical fittings and other
appropriate works.
22 February 2007 at 17hrs00 Central European Time (CET)
European Agency for Reconstruction
Operational Centre Pristina
Procurement Unit
Head of Procurement Unit
1, Kosovo Street
Pristina, Kosovo UNMIK
Fax: : + 381 38 51 31 308
E-mail: kwinten.joniaux@ear.europa.eu
Copy to: majlinda.statovci@ear.europa.eu

INA, related Croatia

Spare parts for plug valves on inlet manifolds on gas stations and gas tretmant
plants Molve (SN-2072/06, technical specification no. 095/2006 MOL).
Deadline:
Contact:

Company /
organization:

February 6, 2007 ., until 11,00 hours a.m
INA Industrija nafte d.d.; Procurement Sector, Avenija
Većeslava Holjevca 10, 2nd floor, 10000 Zagreb, (Ms. Ana
Ćićerić , tel: +385-1- 64 51 048, fax +385-1-64 52 048) every
working day from 10 to 11 a.m., local time

INA, related Croatia

Potentiostat/Galvanostat for Corrosion Testing (pc. 1)
Deadline:
Contact:

07 February 2007
INA INDUSTRIJA NAFTE d.d. Zagreb,
Procurement Sector
Maintenance, Equipment and Spare Parts Procurement
Department
Av. Većeslava Holjevca 10,
p.p. 555, 10002 Zagreb,
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